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Chris Anderson's initial `Long Tail' analysis was released in 2004 just as the wave of mergers
and acquisitions was sweeping the music publishing and radio industries. Music industry
executives began looking for Anderson’s ‘Long Tail’ effect and with it the implied
redistribution of royalty income from popular songs to long dormant and forgotten works in their
catalogs. These music publishers had hoped to further maximize the value of their copyright
assets (lyrics and melody) in their existing music catalogs as the sale of compact disks
diminished, and consumers switched their purchasing and listening habits to new digital
formats in music technology such as the iPod. This book deals with the measurement of
skewness, heavy tails and asymmetry in performance royalty income data in the music
industry, an area that has received very little academic attention for various reasons. For
example, the pay packages, including signing bonuses, of some `superstars' in the sports
world are often announced when they join a team. In the art world, the value of an artist's work
is sometimes revealed when the work is sold at auction. The main reason it is difficult to study
art and culture from a royalty income perspective is that most of the income data at the
individual level is often proprietary, and generally not made publicly available for economic
analysis. As a Senior Economist for the American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers (ASCAP) using both internal and licensed external proprietary data, the author
found that the so-called `superstar effects' are still present in performance royalty income.
Success is still concentrated on a relatively few copyright holders or members who can be
grouped into `heavy tails' of the empirical income distribution in a departure from Anderson's
`long tail' analysis. This book is divided into two parts. The first part is a general introduction to
the many supply and demand economic factors that are related to music performance royalty
payments. The second part is an applied econometrics section that provides modeling and indepth analysis of income data from a songwriter, music publisher and blanket licensing
perspective. In an era of declining income from CD album sales, data collection, mining and
analysis are becoming increasingly important in terms of understanding the listening, buying
and music use habits of consumers. The economic impact on songwriters, publishers, music
listeners, and Performance Rights Organizations (PROs) is discussed and future business
models are evaluated. The book will appeal to researchers and students in cultural economics,
media and statistics as well as general readers and professionals in the music publishing
industry.
How do musicians play and talk to audiences? Why do audiences listen and what happens
when they talk back? How do new (and old) technologies affect this interplay? This book
presents a long overdue examination of the turbulent relationship between musicians and
audiences. Focusing on a range of areas as diverse as Ireland, Greece, India, Malta, the US,
and China, the contributors bring musicological, sociological, psychological, and
anthropological approaches to the interaction between performers, fans, and the industry that
mediates them. The four parts of the book each address a different stage of the relationship
between musicians and audiences, showing its processual nature: from conceptualisation to
performance, and through mediation to off-stage discourses. The musician/audience
conceptual division is shown, throughout the book, to be as problematic as it is persistent.
This dissertation presents the history of space in the musical thought of the 20th century (from
Kurth to Clifton, from Varese to Xenakis) and outlines the development of spatialization in the
theory and practice of contemporary music (after 1950). The text emphasizes perceptual and
temporal aspects of musical spatiality, thus reflecting the close connection of space and time in
human experience. A new definition of spatialization draws from Ingarden's notion of the
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musical work; a typology of spatial designs embraces music for different acoustic
environments, movements of performers and audiences, various positions of musicians in
space, etc. The study of spatialization includes a survey of the composers's writings (lves,
Boulez, Stockhausen, Cage, etc.) and an examination of their works. The final part presents
three unique approaches to spatialization: Brant's simultaneity of sound layers, Xenakis's
movement of sound, and Schafer's music of ritual and soundscape.
Music videos promote popular artists in cultural forms that circulate widely across social media
networks. With the advent of YouTube in 2005 and the proliferation of handheld technologies
and social networking sites, the music video has become available to millions worldwide, and
continues to serve as a fertile platform for the debate of issues and themes in popular culture.
This volume of essays serves as a foundational handbook for the study and interpretation of
the popular music video, with the specific aim of examining the industry contexts, cultural
concepts, and aesthetic materials that videos rely upon in order to be both intelligible and
meaningful. Easily accessible to viewers in everyday life, music videos offer profound cultural
interventions and negotiations while traversing a range of media forms. From a variety of
unique perspectives, the contributors to this volume undertake discussions that open up new
avenues for exploring the creative changes and developments in music video production. With
chapters that address music video authorship, distribution, cultural representations,
mediations, aesthetics, and discourses, this study signals a major initiative to provide a deeper
understanding of the intersecting and interdisciplinary approaches that are invoked in the
analysis of this popular and influential musical form.
Popular music studies is a rapidly expanding field with changing emphases and agenda. This
is a multi-volume resource for this area of study
How is the Beatles' "Help!" similar to Stravinsky's "Dance of the Adolescents?" How does
Radiohead's "Just" relate to the improvisations of Bill Evans? And how do Chopin's works
exploit the non-Euclidean geometry of musical chords? In this groundbreaking work, author
Dmitri Tymoczko describes a new framework for thinking about music that emphasizes the
commonalities among styles from medieval polyphony to contemporary rock. Tymoczko
identifies five basic musical features that jointly contribute to the sense of tonality, and shows
how these features recur throughout the history of Western music. In the process he sheds
new light on an age-old question: what makes music sound good? A Geometry of Music
provides an accessible introduction to Tymoczko's revolutionary geometrical approach to
music theory. The book shows how to construct simple diagrams representing relationships
among familiar chords and scales, giving readers the tools to translate between the musical
and visual realms and revealing surprising degrees of structure in otherwise hard-tounderstand pieces. Tymoczko uses this theoretical foundation to retell the history of Western
music from the eleventh century to the present day. Arguing that traditional histories focus too
narrowly on the "common practice" period from 1680-1850, he proposes instead that Western
music comprises an extended common practice stretching from the late middle ages to the
present. He discusses a host of familiar pieces by a wide range of composers, from Bach to
the Beatles, Mozart to Miles Davis, and many in between. A Geometry of Music is accessible
to a range of readers, from undergraduate music majors to scientists and mathematicians with
an interest in music. Defining its terms along the way, it presupposes no special mathematical
background and only a basic familiarity with Western music theory. The book also contains
exercises designed to reinforce and extend readers' understanding, along with a series of
appendices that explore the technical details of this exciting new theory.

This extremely practical introduction to musical analysis explores the factors that
give unity and coherence to musical masterpieces. Having first identified and
explained the most important analytical methods, Nicholas Cook examines given
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compositions from the last two hundred years to show how different analytical
procedures suit different types of music.
The Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches
widens the scope of analytical approaches for popular music by incorporating
methods developed for analyzing contemporary art music. This study endeavors
to create a new analytical paradigm for examining popular music from the
perspective of developments in contemporary art music. "Expanded approaches"
for popular music analysis is broadly defined as as exploring the pitch-class
structures, form, timbre, rhythm, or aesthetics of various forms of popular music
in a conceptual space not limited to the domain of common practice tonality but
broadened to include any applicable compositional, analytical, or theoretical
concept that illuminates the music. The essays in this collection investigate a
variety of analytical, theoretical, historical, and aesthetic commonalities popular
music shares with 20th and 21st century art music. From rock and pop to hip hop
and rap, dance and electronica, from the 1930s to present day, this companion
explores these connections in five parts: Establishing and Expanding Analytical
Frameworks Technology and Timbre Rhythm, Pitch, and Harmony Form and
Structure Critical Frameworks: Analytical, Formal, Structural, and Political With
contributions by established scholars and promising emerging scholars in music
theory and historical musicology from North America, Europe, and Australia, The
Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches offers
nuanced and detailed perspectives that address the relationships between
concert and popular music.
In addition to his activities as conductor, administrator, educator, composer, and
organist, Sir Ernest MacMillan (1893-1973) found time to write more than one
hundred essays and lectures on music. Always ready to use his enormous
prestige to further the causes of music, MacMillan took every opportunity to
admonish Canadians to develop our own composers, to honour our own
performers, to educate our children musically, and to offer opportunities for all to
hear, learn about, and enjoy great music. This selection of twenty essays and
lectures covers the period from 1928 to 1964, and ranges over the gamut of
MacMillan’s life and interests: the cause of the Canadian composer; music
education for adults as well as children; critical reviews; his early years as an
organist; internment in a German prison camp during the First World War;
Shakespeare and music; church music; and the lighter side in two humorous
send-ups of academic lectures on Bach and Wagner. Here is a panorama of
music over thirty-five years at mid-century, through the eyes of one of Canada’s
most brilliant and all-embracing musicians.
This book provides an in-depth introduction and overview of current research in
computational music analysis. Its seventeen chapters, written by leading
researchers, collectively represent the diversity as well as the technical and
philosophical sophistication of the work being done today in this intensely
interdisciplinary field. A broad range of approaches are presented, employing
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techniques originating in disciplines such as linguistics, information theory,
information retrieval, pattern recognition, machine learning, topology, algebra and
signal processing. Many of the methods described draw on well-established
theories in music theory and analysis, such as Forte's pitch-class set theory,
Schenkerian analysis, the methods of semiotic analysis developed by Ruwet and
Nattiez, and Lerdahl and Jackendoff's Generative Theory of Tonal Music. The
book is divided into six parts, covering methodological issues, harmonic and pitchclass set analysis, form and voice-separation, grammars and hierarchical
reduction, motivic analysis and pattern discovery and, finally, classification and
the discovery of distinctive patterns. As a detailed and up-to-date picture of
current research in computational music analysis, the book provides an
invaluable resource for researchers, teachers and students in music theory and
analysis, computer science, music information retrieval and related disciplines. It
also provides a state-of-the-art reference for practitioners in the music technology
industry.
Since it was first published in 1993, the Sourcebook for Research in Music has
become an invaluable resource in musical scholarship. The balance between
depth of content and brevity of format makes it ideal for use as a textbook for
students, a reference work for faculty and professional musicians, and as an aid
for librarians. The introductory chapter includes a comprehensive list of
bibliographical terms with definitions; bibliographic terms in German, French, and
Italian; and the plan of the Library of Congress and the Dewey Decimal music
classification systems. Integrating helpful commentary to instruct the reader on
the scope and usefulness of specific items, this updated and expanded edition
accounts for the rapid growth in new editions of standard works, in fields such as
ethnomusicology, performance practice, women in music, popular music,
education, business, and music technology. These enhancements to its already
extensive bibliographies ensures that the Sourcebook will continue to be an
indispensable reference for years to come.
A monthly journal for the musician, the music student, and all music lovers.
Collected from Chippewa Indians in northern Minnesota.
Destination marketing relies on planning, organisation, and successful strategies and
tactics. Tourism Planning and Destination Marketing provides an in-depth
understanding of the tourism marketing environment, including destination branding,
distribution channels, etourism, digital media, and sustainable and responsible tourism
practices.
Music and Tourism is the first book to comprehensively examine the links between
travel and music. It combines contemporary and historical analysis of the economic and
social impact of music tourism, with discussions of the cultural politics of authenticity
and identity. Music tourism evokes nostalgia and meaning, and celebrates both
heritage and hedonism. It is a product of commercialisation that can create community,
but that also often demands artistic compromise. Diverse case studies, from the USA
and UK to Australia, Jamaica and Vanuatu, illustrate the global extent of music tourism,
its contradictions and pleasures.
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This book presents the work of a group of scholars who, without seeking to impose an
explicit redefinition of either theory or analysis, explore the limits of both.
A landmark collection of 141 complete musical compositions and movements from the
common-practice period, ANTHOLOGY FOR MUSICAL ANALYSIS: THE COMMONPRACTICE PERIOD offers learners of music theory a wealth of illustrations of chords,
voice-leading techniques, and forms. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book shows how recent work in cognitive science, especially that developed by
cognitive linguists and cognitive psychologists, can be used to explain how we
understand music. The book focuses on three cognitive processes--categorization,
cross-domain mapping, and the use of conceptual models--and explores the part these
play in theories of musical organization. The first part of the book provides a detailed
overview of the relevant work in cognitive science, framed around specific musical
examples. The second part brings this perspective to bear on a number of issues with
which music scholarship has often been occupied, including the emergence of musical
syntax and its relationship to musical semiosis, the problem of musical ontology, the
relationship between words and music in songs, and conceptions of musical form and
musical hierarchy. The book will be of interest to music theorists, musicologists, and
ethnomusicologists, as well as those with a professional or avocational interest in the
application of work in cognitive science to humanistic principles.

An analysis that accounts precisely for the nature of Debussy's musical forms
and how forms of different works are related. Geometric systems found here
throw new light on Debussy's intense interest in the other arts and provide links
with artists he admired in other fields.
Complete Musical Analysis - A system designed to cultivate the art of analyzing
and criticising and assist in the performance and understanding of the works of
the great composers of the different epochs is an unchanged, high-quality reprint
of the original edition of 1889. Hansebooks is editor of the literature on different
topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions, cooking and
nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As a publisher we focus on the
preservation of historical literature. Many works of historical writers and scientists
are available today as antiques only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books
and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and
historical knowledge for the future.
The Routledge Companion to Popular Music AnalysisExpanding
ApproachesRoutledge
This book introduces a theory of music analysis--a language and conceptual
framework--that analysts can use to delve into aspects of segmentation and
associative organization in a wide range of repertoire from the Baroque to the
present. Rather than a methodology, the theory provides analysts with a precise
language and broad, flexible conceptual framework that they can when
formulating and investigating questions of interest and develop their own
interpretations of individual pieces and passages. The theory begins with a basic
distinction among three domains of musical experience and discourse about it:
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the sonic (psychoacoustic); the contextual (or associative, sparked by varying
degrees of repetition); and the structural (guided by a specific theory of musical
structure or syntax invoked by the analyst). A comprehensive presentation of the
theory (with copious musical illustrations) is balanced with close analyses of
works by Beethoven, Debussy, Nancarrow, Riley, Feldman, and Morris -Publisher summary.
A state-of-the-art overview of the analysis of electroacoustic music, which
includes discussions of a wide range of works.
This book offers an approach to film music in which music and visuals are seen
as equal players in the game. The field of Film-Music Studies has been
increasingly dominated by musicologists and this book brings the discipline back
squarely into the domain of Film Studies. Blending Neoformalism with Gestalt
Psychology and Leonard B. Meyer's musicology, this study treats music as a
cinematic element and offers scholars and students of both music and film a set
of tools to help them analyse the wide ranging impact that music has in films.
Political campaigning affects numerous realms under the communication
umbrella with each channel seeking to influence as many individuals as possible.
In higher education, there is a growing scholarly interest in communication issues
and subjects, especially on the role of music, in the political arena. Music and
Messaging in the African Political Arena provides innovative insights into
providing music and songs as an integral part of sending political messages to a
broader spectrum of audiences, especially during political campaigns. The
content within this publication covers such topics as framing theory, national
identity, and ethnic politics, and is designed for politicians, campaign managers,
political communication scholars, researchers, and students.
Transdisciplinary and intermedial analysis of the experience of music Nowadays
musical semiotics no longer ignores the fundamental challenges raised by
cognitive sciences, ethology, or linguistics. Creation, action and experience play
an increasing role in how we understand music, a sounding structure impinging
upon our body, our mind, and the world we live in. Not discarding music as a
closed system, an integral experience of music demands a transdisciplinary
dialogue with other domains as well. Music, Analysis, Experience brings together
contributions by semioticians, performers, and scholars from cognitive sciences,
philosophy, and cultural studies, and deals with these fundamental questionings.
Transdisciplinary and intermedial approaches to music meet musicologically
oriented contributions to classical music, pop music, South American song,
opera, narratology, and philosophy. ContributorsPaulo Chagas (University of
California, Riverside), Isaac and Zelia Chueke (Universidade Federal do Paraná,
OMF/Paris-Sorbonne), Maurizio Corbella (Università degli Studi di Milano), Ian
Cross (University of Cambridge), Paulo F. de Castro (CESEM/Departamento de
Ciências Musicais; FCSH Universidade Nova de Lisboa), Robert S. Hatten
(University of Texas at Austin), David Huron (School of Music, Ohio State
University), Jamie Liddle (The Open University), Gabriele Marino (University of
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Turin), Dario Martinelli (Kaunas University of Technology; International Semiotics
Institute), Nicolas Marty (Université Paris-Sorbonne), Maarten Nellestijn (Utrecht
University), Ma?gorzata Paw?owska (Academy of Music in Krakow), Mônica
Pedrosa de Pádua (Federal University of Minas Gerais, UFMG), Piotr Podlipniak
(Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan), Rebecca Thumpston (Keele University),
Mieczys?aw Tomaszewski (Academy of Music in Krakow), Lea Maria Lucas
Wierød (Aarhus University), Lawrence M. Zbikowski (University of Chicago)
Reading Pop collects together key essays on the interpretation of pop songs
previously published in the journal Popular Music. In sixteen varied studies by
many of the best-known scholars, all the most influential approaches are
represented. An introduction by leading pop academic Richard Middleton puts
them into context and outlines the main debates. A select bibliography of other
writings on pop music analysis adds to the usefulness of the book, which will
become a central text in popular music studies. - ;Reading Pop collects together
key essays on the interpretation of pop songs previously published in the journal
Popular Music. In sixteen varied studies by many of the best-known scholars, all
the most influential approaches are represented. An introduction by leading pop
academic Richard Middleton puts them into context and outlines the main
debates. A select bibliography of other writings on pop music analysis adds to the
usefulness of the book, which will become a central text in popular music studies.
- ;extensive introduction is particularly valuable ... the paperback price is worth it
for the introduction, and the Bjornberg and Tagg essays, alone. - Allan More,
British Journal of Music Education
This book demonstrates, in fascinating diversity, how musicians in the nineteenth
century thought about and described music. The analysis of music took many
forms (verbal, diagrammatic, tabular, notational, graphic), was pursued for many
different purposes (educational, scholarly, theoretical, promotional) and
embodied very different approaches. This, the first volume, is concerned with
writing on fugue, form and questions of style in the music of Palestrina, Handel,
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and Wagner and presents analyses of complete works
or movements by the most significant theorists and critics of the century. The
analyses are newly translated into English and are introduced and thoroughly
annotated by Ian Bent, making this a volume of enormous importance to our
understanding of the nature of music reception in the nineteenth century.
John Adams's opera, Nixon in China, is one of the most frequently performed
operas in the contemporary literature. Timothy A. Johnson illuminates the opera
and enhances listeners' and scholars' appreciation for this landmark work. This
music-analytical guide presents a detailed, in-depth analysis of the music tied to
historical and political contexts. The opera captures an important moment in
history and in international relations, and a close study of it from an
interdisciplinary perspective provides fresh, compelling insights about the opera.
The music analysis takes a neo-Riemannian approach to harmony and to largescale harmonic connections. Musical metaphors drawn between harmonies and
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their dramatic contexts enrich this approach. Motivic analysis reveals
interweaving associations between the characters, based on melodic content.
Analysis of rhythm and meter focuses on Adams's frequent use of grouping and
displacement dissonances to propel the music forward or to illustrate the libretto.
The book shows how the historical depiction in the opera is accurate, yet
enriched by this operatic adaptation. The language of the opera is true to its
source, but more evocative than the words spoken in 1972-due to Alice
Goodman's marvelous, poetic libretto. And the music transcends its repetitive
shell to become a hierarchically-rich and musically-compelling achievement.
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